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VanTurn Components:
A.  Upper Handle This handle is for the caregiver  to
maneuver and for a patient to use in raising and
standing support.
B.  Middle Handle   This handle is for the patient.
C.  Shin Supports  The shin supports can rotate 360
degrees, as well as slide along the horizontal frame.
D.  Right Side Frame Bolt  This bolt, with it’s convenient
turn knob, allows the top frame to be removed from
the base for storage or transport.
E. Outer  Caster  There are four outer Casters on the
VanTurn that balance the unit.
F.  Center Caster The center Caster supports the weight
and allows for 360 degree turning radius.
G.  Caster Lock The locking lever with the bright red
label allows the caregiver to lock the center Casters for
additional stability while raising the patient or during
toileting or other functions.
H.  Left Side Frame Bolt  This bolt with it’s convenient
turn knob allows the top frame to be removed from
the base for storage or transport.
I.  Feet Placement Decals The feet placement decals allow the caregiver to assist  the patient with the proper
placement of their feet.
J.  Stabilizer Bar By placing their foot here, the caregiver can stabilize the VanTurn as someone raises into
a standing position.
K.  Height Adjustment Knob  By loosening this knob
and the corresponding knob on the opposite side, you
can raise and lower the shin support frame.

CAR EXTRACTION
Removing a patient from an automobile can be a very risky task. There
is little room for a caregiver to maneuver in the open door area. With a
VanTurn, a caregiver can safely assist a patient into a standing position,
move them away from the auto, and sit them down into a transport chair.
It will work equally as well to put a patient back into an automobile.
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Scan the barcode above with a smart phone for more product information.
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VANTURN FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS
The VanTurn transfer device is used to lift or transfer patients, that still have some strength, to or from
beds, wheelchairs or toilets. It is the ideal device in a rehab unit for activating patients. The VanTurn
rolls easily with a heavy user and provides a safe and active transfer. As an accessory, the VanTurn belt
is available to help the caregiver assist the patient into a standing position, then if desired, secure
them into place on the Vanturn. The VanTurn was the first transfer device of it’s type on the market and
offers a new way of safely assisting patients into a sitting to standing position and in managing shorter
distance transfers. The product has been developed in close collaboration between users, nursing,
staff and designers. Safe patient handling and movement is a high priority in healthcare facilities.
This product helps to create a safe working environment for caregivers while delivering a way for the
patient to be able to get to a standing position in a natural and dignified way. It is the ideal device in an
acute care setting for post-op transfers as well. Available with a patient specific (disposable) belt option
for increased cross contamination protection.

